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Criminal Investigation is designed to helpÂ readers develop an analytical understanding of the

investigative process. Assuming no prior knowledge of the field, the book uses an accessible,

authoritative style to discuss basic investigative techniques, major types of property and violent

crime and the history and future of the field. Unique to thisÂ book, it links specific investigative

techniques to specific crimes and explains the relationship of criminalistics to the investigative

process. This edition retains its overall design, while incorporating new investigative profiles,

additional websites, a revised chapter on computer crime and updated techniques and

methodology.Â 
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Designed to develop an analytical understanding of crime detection and solution, this

comprehensive book covers theoretical advances, the latest technical developments, and

field-tested methods. The crucial field of criminalistics is thoroughly discussed and related to every

phase of the investigation process. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

"Criminal Investigation "is designed to help readers develop an analytical understanding of the

investigative process. Assuming no prior knowledge of the field, the book uses an accessible,

authoritative style to discuss basic investigative techniques, major types of property and violent

crime and the history and future of the field. Unique to this book, it links specific investigative



techniques to specific crimes and explains the relationship of criminalistics to the investigative

process. This edition retains its overall design, while incorporating new investigative profiles,

additional websites, a revised chapter on computer crime and updated techniques and

methodology.

This book is recommended for anyone taking the Private Detective license exam in Illinois. I'm not a

private detective, but I have created one as the main character of my mystery novels. As a writer of

PI novels, I highly recommend this book as research.

The book has a lot of information. I have rated it four stars not on content, but on the density of the

book. Each chapter contains enough information to be further broken up into more chapters. I have

had similar text books that had the same information at 150% of the size, but being much more

readable. If you have the time to sift through a concentrated amount of information in every chapter,

then this book is a five star book. If you can't then it would be a three star. I love it, but recognizing

the density, I have to award it four-stars.

This has been a very interesting book. My professor required it for out class, but I have never loved

reading a textbook so much before, I would definitely suggest this book for any person wanting to

get a better idea of investigating and how it works. A book for more than just students.

As I am working toward a new career, this book is what you would read in a college course. I find

that I can get the required reading material from  and save myself alot of money in my education. If

you are looking for a career in Investigation, it must be on your reading list.

Overpriced and not current practices.

In good condition!

the book was in great condition and worth the money and clean and would recommend to others to

buy. just what i wanted.

Great value and fast delivery. Very satisfied with the book and I highly recommend this seller if you

are looking for a great book at an unbeatable price. I will definately return when in need of additional



materials.
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